
Mobile Surveillance   
HD minicams, Vehicles,  

Drones and Body Worn Video  



Unlock the flexibility of wireless real-time surveillance with BT’s mobile surveillance suite 

Be more effective in the field with our Mobile Surveillance portfolio. Watch live CCTV  

images on your mobile device, convert your existing cameras to wireless, rapidly deploy 

temporary HD-minicams, capture evidence from body-worn cameras and stream         

real-time from drones and vehicles. 

Our Mobile Surveillance cameras and surveillance devices use the secure BT Wi-fi       

network as their default  connection. With over 5.2 million hotspots across the UK, it’s 

the largest in the UK. And it’s still growing.  If you’re not within range of a BT Wi-fi 

hotspot, the mobile camera switches to the EE 5G(soon), 4G or 3G mobile network for smooth, uninterrupted    

coverage. Whichever connection your Mobile Surveillance solution uses, you’ll get a  reliable, encrypted, and      

resilient real-time video feed straight into your control room or mobile control centre. 

Our HD Minicam is a small, wireless camera, designed for rapid deployment. It’s ideal when 

you have a temporary situation to deal with or you need to move fast, for instance festivals, 

sporting events or fly-tipping offences. It can be mounted nearly anywhere you need it, 

streams securely and can also record straight to the camera, with remote-controlled pan and 

zoom to give you total control.  

Do you currently have an analogue security camera system that's beginning to show its age? 

Our ingenious  IP camera encoders can convert your existing cameras to operate on a      

wireless network. Designed to work with leading IP camera brands, our IP camera encoders 

are wireless streaming devices and network video recorders (NVR). They can be a cost-

effective way to upgrade your network. 

Our body-worn cameras are ideal for anyone working in a risky job, location or by themselves. If you’re visiting a 

potentially dangerous or isolated location, you can livestream video back to the Command and Control centre,   

reassured that people back at base are watching out for you, with decision-makers in control and enabling an     

immediate response to events as they’re unfolding. Our Body Worn is designed for mobile, real-time video    

streaming - it addresses variability in networks and high levels of scene motion, which can render conventional   

solutions unusable.  

https://business.bt.com/solutions/surveillance/cameras/
https://business.bt.com/solutions/surveillance/control-rooms/
https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/Surveillance-Minicam-Product-Sheet.pdf
https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/Surveillance-Encoder.pdf
https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/Surveillance-%20EdgeVis-BodyWornCamera.pdf


 
 

The Mobile Surveillance Client app is invaluable for law enforcement operations 

and field operatives. Using the app, your operatives can watch feeds from the  

local CCTV network on their smartphone or tablet. And when your people can  

follow suspects in real time, they can apprehend them more quickly and         

effectively. They can circumvent lengthy arguments and denials by showing them 

the incontrovertible proof of their actions in instant playbacks from the command     

centre. 

 

Access your mobile surveillance portfolio from anywhere with our clever      

Mobile Surveillance Control Centre software. It gives you full control when 

you’re working in challenging environments in the field - the back of a Transit 

at an outdoor public event, for instance. It works on most laptops and PCs and 

integrates with most UK CCTV Command and Control software platforms.  

Manage multiple video streams in one window and add multiple streams to 

the Video Wall.  

The Surveillance Solutions from BT Mobile Surveillance platform is a world-class solution for secure remote viewing 

of video over very low or variable bandwidth networks and over the EE network (the UK’s number one mobile    

network).  

See how our customers have reaped the benefits 

Transport for Greater Manchester Case Study 

Calderdale Case Study  

 

 
Explore our surveillance solutions with John Goy:  

john.goy@bt.com  
Tel: 07483 367531   

https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/Surveillance-Camera-app.pdf
https://business.bt.com/solutions/surveillance.html/
https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/01483_Case_Study_TfGM_Online.pdf
https://business.bt.com/content/dam/bt/business/v2/PDF/solutions/Calderdale-surveillance-case-study.pdf
mailto:john.goy@
mailto:surveillance.solutions@bt.com

